BOARS THAT ARE OBVIOUSLY DOMESTIC IN BREED
You have become an official scorer for Weiser Weight and Tusk due to your
involvement with and knowledge about wild boars. The wild hogs that roam the United States
and most of the world are the product of a boiling pot of cross breeding caused by hundreds of
years of importation, migration, and release/escape from captivity. WWT is a scoring system
and record book for “wild boars” and “wild barrs”. The word “wild” carries several meanings
and definitions in itself. As an official scorer, we are asking you not to accept hogs that are
obviously domestic in breed. We all know the difference between a wild hog and a 4-H show
pig, but sometimes there are those hunters who will try to pass a domestic hog as a wild boar.
This initial judgment falls on you. You have the right to reject a hog you think is domestic in
breed.
WWT requires a photo of the hog being scored. This is the responsibility of the hunter
and can be sent in by the hunter. The photo does not have to accompany the score card but has
to be sent in no later than 30 days after the score card is received by WBUSA. When scoring the
hog, please encourage the hunter to take several photos to make sure a quality picture is
obtained. This photo will be used in the final determination of the “wild boar” status and can
void the score card if the hog is rejected by WWT.

WEISER WEIGHT AND TUSK RECORD BOOKS
We keep separate books on boars that are free range and those harvested from high
fence ranches. Please be sure to circle the appropriate designation at the bottom of the score
card and include the number of acres in high fence areas. There must be at least 100 acres
fenced to be considered for record book entry.
Due to many hunters, trappers, and ranchers castrating and releasing young boars, we
also keep separate books for barrs. This will insure complete fairness and will also give a
reference to actually see how castration improves growth ability. If you score a barr, please
remember to circle barr at the top of the score card. The official WWT record books are as
follows:

FREE RANGE WILD BOARS - W & T CLASSES
HIGH FENCE WILD BOARS - W & T CLASSES
FREE RANGE WILD BARRS - W & T CLASSES
HIGH FENCE WILD BARRS - W & T CLASSES

